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I 
STANDAR KOMPETENSI, KOMPETENSI 

DASAR, DAN INDIKATOR 
 

LISTENING 

 

STANDAR KOMPETENSI 

Memahami makna dalam teks lisan fungsional dan monolog pendek sederhana berbentuk  report 

untuk berinteraksi dengan lingkungan sekitar. 

 

KOMPETENSI DASAR 

Merespon makna yang terdapat dalam monolog pendek sederhana secara akurat, lancar, dan 

berterima  untuk berinteraksi dengan lingkungan sekitar dalam teks berbentuk report. 

 

INDIKATOR 

Mengidentifikasi Informasi/makna yang terdapat dalam teks berbentuk report. 

Mengidentifikasi langkah retorika teks report.   

 

 

READING 

 

STANDAR KOMPETENSI 

Memahami makna teks tulis fungsional dan esei pendek sederhana  berbentuk report yang 

berkaitan dengan lingkungan sekitar. 
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KOMPETENSI DASAR 

Merespon makna dan langkah retorika dalam esei pendek sederhana secara akurat, lancar dan 

berterima  yang berkaitan dengan lingkungan sekitar dalam teks berbentuk report. 

 

INDIKATOR 

Mengedentifikasi makna gagasan, makna tekstual, langkah retorika, tujuan komunikatif, dan ciri 

kebahasaan teks report. 

 

 

WRITING 

 

STANDAR KOMPETENSI 

Mengungkapkan makna dalam teks tulis fungsional dan esei pendek sederhana berbentuk report 

untuk berinteraksi dengan lingkungan sekitar. 

 

KOMPETENSI DASAR 

Mengungkapkan makna dan langkah retorika dalam esei pendek sederhana dengan menggunakan 

ragam bahasa tulis secara akurat, lancar dan berterima  untuk berinteraksi dengan lingkungan 

sekitar dalam  teks berbentuk report. 

 

INDIKATOR 

Melengkapi paragraf rumpang teks essai pendek, menyusun kata menjadi teks/kalimat yang 

bermakna, dan menulis teks essai dalam bentuk report. 
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II 
LEARNING MATERIAL 

 

WHAT IS REPORT? 

 

Report is a kind of text with the purpose to give information about general characteristics of 

general things. It differs from Descriptive Text which describes a specific thing. 

 

When we talk about what a mosque is like, we use Report Text. 

When we talk about what Istiqlal is like, we use Descriptive Text. 

 

When we talk about what a house is like, we use Report Text. 

When we talk about what Dina's house is like, we use Descriptive Text. 

 

SOCIAL FUNCTION 

 

* to inform (Hardy and Klarwein, 1990) 

* to provide information about natural and non-natural  

  phenomena (Harmond dkk, 1992) 

* to document, organize and store factual information on a topic, 

  classify and describe the phenomena of our world - about  

  whole class of things (not about one specific thing) - about  

  living things like plants, animals, and non-living things like  

  phones, bikes or oceans (Derewianka, 1990) 

* to describe the way things are, with reference to a range of  

  natural, man-made and social phenomena in our environment.  

  (Gerot and Wignell, 1994) 

* to describe the way things are, with reference to a whole range  

  of phenomena, natural, synthetic social in our environment.  

  (Callaghan dan rothery, 1988) 

 

GENERIC STRUCTURE 
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* General Classification 

   tells what the phenomenon under discussion is 

* Description 

   tells what the phenomenon under discussion is like in terms of    

         - parts (and their functions) 

         - qualities  

         - habits or behaviours, if living. 

                                       (Gerrot and Wignell, 1994) 

 

* Opening General Statement / general Classification 

  Sometimes the opening statement may also indicate a particular  

  aspect of the topic that is being treated (e.g., There are many different  

  types of bike in Australia) 

* Facts about various aspects of the subject (colour, shape, habits,  

  behaviour, etc.) giving examples, comparing, and contrasting,  

  describing components and their functions. 

                                       (Derewianka, 1990) 

 

 

LEXICOGRAMMATICAL FEATURES 

 

* Focus on Generic Participants (group of things) 

* Use of Simple Present Tense (unless extinct) 

* No temporal sequence 

* Use of "being" and "having" processes 

* Technical vocabularies 

                      (Gerott and Wignell, 1994) 

 

* Generalized participants : a whole class of things 

* Use of action verbs, especially when describing behaviour 

* Use of linking verbs (is, are, has, have, belongs to) 

* Use of present tense 

* Descriptive language  ; factual and precise 

  What they look like (color, shape, size, etc.) 

  What they have (body parts, components, etc.) 

  What they do  (habits, behaviour, functions, uses, etc.) 
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* Use of expressions of defining, classifying, comparing,      

  and contrasting (are called, belong to, can be classified as, are  similar to, are powerful      

   than, etc.) 

* Technical vocabularies 

* Formal and objective language: personal pronoun "I",  

  "we", and the writer's opinions are not generally appropriate. 

* Often accompanied by diagrams, photos, and illustrations. 

                                                                (Derewianka, 1990) 

 

* Vocabulary related to the topic 

* The language is neutral: no expressions of  

   opinions, no reference to the reader (not using "I'  

   or "you") 

* Use of "be" (is, are, was, were) 

* Use of "have" (have, has, had) 

* Use of action verbs related to the topic 

* Use of present tense (unless extinct) 

* Use of past tense if extinct 

* Frequent use of passive form of the verb 

* Use of adjectives  

* Usually accompanied by photos, diagrams, maps, etc. 

 

                                                (Hardy and Klarwein, 1990) 

SIMPLE PRESENT TENSE 

Examples : 

1. - A cat belongs to pet. 

    - A crocodile does not belong to pet. 

    - Does a crocodile belong to pet? 

      Yes, it does. No, it doesn't.        

2. - Cats belong to pets. 

    - Crocodiles do not belong to pets. 

    - Do cows belong to pets? 

      Yes, they do. No, they don't.    

Pattern: 

(+) S + V1(-s/-es) 

(-) S + do/does + not + V1 

(?) Do/does + S + V1    
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Examples : 

1. - A cat is a pet. 

    - A crocodile is not a pet. 

    - Is a cow a pet? 

      Yes, it is. No, it isn't.        

2. - Cats are pets. 

    - Crocodiles are not pets. 

    - Are cows pets? 

      Yes, they are.  No, they aren't. 

 

Pattern: 

(+) S + to be (am/is/are) 

(-) S + to be (am/is/are) + not 

(?) To be (am/is/are) + S 

 

 

SIMPLE PAST TENSE 

Examples : 

1. - A dinosaurus ate leaves. 

    - A dinosaurus did not eat leaves. 

    - Did a dinosaurus eat leaves? 

       Yes, it did. No, it didn't.        

2. - Raptors ate meat. 

    - Raptors did not eat meat. 

    - Did raptors eat meat? 

       Yes, they did.  No, they didn't. 

 

Pattern: 

(+) S + V2 

(-) S + did + not + V1 

(?) Did + S + V1 

 

Examples : 

1. - A dinosaurus was a herbivore. 

    - A dinosaurus was not a herbivore. 
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    - Was a dinosaurus a herbivore? 

       Yes, it was. No, it wasn't.        

2. - Raptors were carnivores. 

    - Raptors were not carnivores. 

    - Were raptors carnivores? 

       Yes, they were.  No, they weren't. 

 

Pattern: 

(+) S + to be (was/were) 

(-) S + to be (was/were) + not 

(?) To be (was/were) + S 

 

 

 

CONTOH REPORT 

 

THE BODY PLAN OF CROCODILIAN 

In body form crocodilians are rather 'lizard-like'. 

They have a long tail and the limbs are short and straddled sideways from the body rather than 

being erect beneath it, as in mammals. The elongated snout of crocodilians is probably one of their 

most distinctive features. The head is typically one-seventh the total body length, regardless of 

whether the species has a narrow or broad snout. The shape of the head is intimately associated 

with the way crocodilians position themselves in water. 

Cocodilians have a minimum posture in water, in which only the eyes, the cranial platform 

(overlying the brain), ears and nostrils lie above the water's surface. All the sensory apparatus is 

exposed while most of the snout lenght, and the bulk of the body, is hidden. To potential prey, the 

exposed areas of the head give little indication of the actual size of the predator's body. Even in 

clear water, the body appears smaller than it is. 

 

 

WHALES 

Whales are sea-living mammals. 

They therefore breathe air but can not survive on land. Some species are very large indeed and the 
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blue whale, which can exceed 30 m in lenght, is the largest animal to have lived on earth. 

Superficially, the whale looks rather like a fish, but there are important differences in its external 

structure: its tail consists of a pair of broad, flat, horizzontal paddles (the tail of a fish is vertical) and 

it has a single nostril on top of its large, broad head. The skin is smooth and shiny and beneath it 

lies a layer of fat (blubber). This is up to 30 cm in thickness. 
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III 

EXERCISES 
 

LISTENING  

TEXT 1. Monkeys 

 

Monkeys are a kind of primate. Primates are intelligent mammals that also include apes and 

humans.  

Monkeys have two legs and two long arms with hands that can grasp things. Monkeys have 

ears on each side of their heads and two eyes that face forward. Most monkeys also have 

tails. Their larger primate relatives, the apes, do not have tails. 

Monkeys have hands and fingers that are a lot like those of humans. Their fingers and toes 

are very flexible. Many monkeys have thumbs that are opposable. Their thumbs can be 

closed against the other fingers to create a tight grip. Some monkeys also have big toes that 

act like thumbs. 

QUESTIONS 

1. Which one of the followings is the general classification of the text? 
a. Monkeys are a kind of primate. 
b. Monkeys have two legs and two long arms. 
c. Monkeys have ears on each side of their heads. 
d. Many monkeys have thumbs that are opposable. 

 

2. What is the purpose of the text? 
a. to entertain  
b. to give information  
c. to tell a past event  
d. to tell how to do something 

 

3. What are primates? 
a. intelligent camels 
b. intelligent mammals 
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c. diligent animals 
d. diligent mammals 

 

4. The following statements are correct, except …. 
a. Monkeys have two legs. 
b. Monkeys have two long arms. 
c. Monkeys’ fingers and toes are very flexible. 
d. Monkeys have no thumbs. 

 

5. Which one of the following statements is correct? 
a. All kinds of monkey have tails. 
b. Apes do not have tails. 
c. Monkeys do not belong to mammals. 
d. Humans are not mammals. 

 

TEXT 2. Leaves  

Leaves are green part that grows in various shapes from the stems or branches of a plant or tree. 
Leaves are a plant’s food factories. Plants make their own food in a process called photosynthesis. 
Photosynthesis requires sunlight, air, and water. Leaves help plants collect light from the Sun. 
Energy from sunlight is used inside the leaves to create food for the plant. 

The job of collecting sunlight is done by a chemical in leaves called chlorophyll. 

Chlorophyll makes leaves look green. Many leaves turn yellow and red in the fall because 

they stop making chlorophyll. 

A typical leaf has two basic parts: a blade and a petiole. The blade is the thin, flat surface of 

the leaf. Photosynthesis mostly takes place in the blade. The petiole is a stalk like structure 

that supports the leaf blade. It also serves as a passageway for water and nutrients to reach 

the leaf. 

There are tiny openings called stomata all over the surface of leaves. These openings allow 

gases in the air to pass in and out of the plant during photosynthesis. Plants also lose water 

by evaporation through the stomata. 

QUESTIONS 

1. Plants make their own food in a process called …. 

a. photosynthesis 

b. chlorophyll 

c. evaporation 
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d. stomata 

2. The job of collecting sunlight is done by a chemical in leaves called …. 

a. photosynthesis 

b. chlorophyll 

c. blade 

d. petiole 

3. What makes leaves green? 

a. chlorophyll 

b. stem 

c. blade 

d. sunlight 

4. The following statements are correct, except …. 

a. Plants also lose water by evaporation through the stomata. 

b. A typical leaf has two basic parts: a blade and a petiole. 

c. Leaves are a plant’s chemical factories. 

d. Stomata allow gases in the air to pass in and out of the plant. 

5. What is petiole? 

a. a stalk like structure that supports the leaf blade 

b. a chemical in leaves 

c. tiny openings called stomata all over the surface of leaves 

d. a passageway for water and nutrients to reach the leaf. 

 

READING 

 

TEXT 1. MUSHROOM 

     A mushroom is a fungus. Scientists used to think that mushrooms and other fungi (plural of 

fungus) were plants. Now they know that fungi are very different from plants. Fungi get their food 

in a different way than plants. They also reproduce differently from plants. Fungi are now 

considered a completely different form of life.  

     A mushroom is the visible part of the fungus. Mushrooms are where some fungi make spores. A 

spore is like a tiny seed that can grow into a whole new fungus. The main part of the fungus is 
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called the mycelium and it’s hidden.  

     A plant uses nutrients and sunlight to make food and stay alive. But a fungus can’t do this. It has 

to take food from its surroundings. 

     Most mushrooms are shaped somewhat like umbrellas. They have a fleshy or woody stalk. On 

top of the stalk is a flat or round cap with thin spokes called gills underneath. Not all mushrooms 

look like that, but that’s the most common shape. 

 

QUESTIONS 

1. The general classification of the text is found in the ... paragraph. 
a. first 

b. second 

c. third 

d. fourth 

 

2. What is the purpose of the text? 
a. to give information about mushroom  

b. to entertain 

c. to tell how to grow mushroom 

d. to tell how to cook mushroom 

 

3. What is the main part fungus? 
a. gills 
b. spore 
c. mushroom 
d. mycelium   

 

4. Which one of the following statements is incorrect? 
a. A mushroom is a fungus. 
b. Mushrooms are where some fungi make spores. 
c.  A fungus uses nutrients and sunlight to make food and stay alive. 
d. Mushrooms have a fleshy or woody stalk. 

 

5. They also reproduce differently from plants. (1st paragraph). 'They' refers to .... 
a. Mushroom 
b. Scientists 
c. Plants 
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d. fungi 
 

 

TEXT 2. TREES 

     Trees are  woody perennial plants that grows to a height of several feet and typically has a single 

erect main stem with side branches.  

     The five major parts of a tree are roots, trunk, leaves, flowers, and seeds. All these parts work 

together to help a tree live, grow, and produce new trees. 

      Roots hold the tree in place. They also have tiny, little hairs that absorb water and minerals from 

the soil. The tree needs water and minerals to live and grow. Roots are always growing. 

      A tree’s trunk is covered by bark, which protects the tree. Openings in the bark let air get in and 

out of the trunk. Bark is made of mostly dead cells.  

      Leaves contain a chemical called chlorophyll. Chlorophyll is green. Chlorophyll combines with 

carbon dioxide from the air, water in the leaf, and light from the sun to make food for the tree. This 

food provides energy for the tree to grow. 

      Some trees have large, colorful flowers. Others have flowers that are small, pale, and hard to 

notice. Still others, such as pine trees, make no flowers and instead have cones. These flowers and 

cones produce pollen, which helps the trees reproduce. Wind, birds, bats, mammals, and insects 

carry pollen from male flowers to female flowers. This fertilizes the trees and allows them to create 

seeds. 

 

 

QUESTIONS 

6. What holds a tree in place? 
a. seed 
b. trunk 
c. leaf 
d. root 

 

7. What part of a tree functioning to absorb water and mineral from the soil? 
a. stem 
b. bark 
c. root 
d. leaf 

 

8. How does sunlight plays its role to a tree? 
a. Sunlight holds a tree in place. 
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b. Sunlight provides minerals. 
c. Sunlight is needed by chlorophyll to produce food. 
d. Sunlight provides air. 

 

9. The following statements are correct, except .... 
a. Flowers and cones of trees produce pollen. 
b. Pine trees have cones. 
c. A tree's trunk is covered by bark. 
d. All trees have flowers. 

 

10. Still others, such as pine trees, make no ....(last paragraph). 'others' refers to .... 
a. flowers 
b. trees 
c. seeds 
d. leaves 

 

 

WRITING 

Write the missing words to complete the text. 

 

RADIO 

A radio is an electronic device for receiving sound broadcasts transmitted via radio signals. 

     Radios have a power switch or button that lets you turn the radio on or …. (1) Radios have a … 

(2) control that lets you play the sounds loudly or softly. Radios also have a dial or button that lets 

you tune in your favorite radio stations. Each … (3) has a special number on the dial. When you 

tune in a station, your radio turns radio waves from that station into sound. 

    A radio station sends electrical signals through wires to a tall tower called a broadcast antenna. 

Electrical signals get changed into radio waves at the antenna. The … (4) sends the radio waves out 

in all directions. 

    Some radio stations broadcast on AM radio waves. Some programs are broadcast on … (5) waves. 

AM radio waves travel farther than FM waves, but FM waves make clearer sounds. Most radios can 

pick up both AM and FM radio waves. 

Rearrange the jumbled words to make good sentences. 

6. water - are - that - animals - fish - live - in. 
7. water - the - some - in - fresh - fish - live. 
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8. water - some - the - live - others - in - salt. 
9. in - water - fish - live - both - of - a few - can - kinds. 

 

Rearrange the jumbled sentences to a good paragraph. 

10. 1. The marks we use to write English are the letters of the alphabet. 
2. They stand for sounds.  
3. It uses marks that we see and understand.  
4. Writing is a method of communication. 

 

 

 

KUNCI  JAWABAN 

 

LISTENING  

1. A 
2. B 
3. C 
4. B 
5. B 
6. A 
7. B 
8. D 
9. A 
10. A 

 

READING 

1. A 
2. A 
3. D 
4. C 
5. D 
6. D 
7. C 
8. C 
9. D 
10. B 
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WRITING 

1. off 
2. volume 
3. station 
4. antenna 
5. FM 
6. Fish are animals that live in water. 
7. Some fish live in the fresh water. 
8. Some others live in the salt water. 
9. A few fish can live in the both kinds of water. 
10. 4312 
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IV 
TEST 

 
LISTENING (Script) 

TEXT 1.  Reptiles 
 

Reptiles are air-breathing cold-blooded egg-laying vertebrates with a bony skeleton..  

Reptiles have to find sunny spots to keep warm. They need shady spots to cool off. 

Reptiles are cold-blooded. Their bodies are the same temperature as the air or water around 

them. Reptiles cannot make body heat. They cannot sweat to cool off. 

Alligators and crocodiles, lizards, snakes, and turtles are the main groups of reptiles. 

Alligators, crocodiles, lizards, and snakes have tough skin covered with scales. Turtles have 

shells on their backs. 

Reptiles live in places almost everywhere on Earth. Most reptiles live where it never gets too 

cold, because they cannot make body heat. 

All alligators, crocodiles, and snakes are meat eaters, or carnivores. So are many other 

reptiles. Snakes eat birds, rodents, fish, frogs, eggs, and even other reptiles. Most lizards eat 

insects. 

QUESTIONS 

1. Which one of the followings is the general classification of the text? 

    a. Reptiles have to find sunny spots to keep warm 

    b. Reptiles are air-breathing cold-blooded egg-laying  

        vertebrates with a bony skeleton. 

    c. Reptiles live in places almost everywhere on Earth. 

    d. All alligators, crocodiles, and snakes are meat eaters. 

 

2. What is the purpose of the text? 

    a. to give information 

    b. to entertain  

    c. to tell a past event  

    d. to tell how to do something 
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3. Which one of the followings is incorrect? 

    a. Reptiles have to find sunny spots to keep warm. 

    b. Reptiles cannot make body heat. 

    c. All alligators, crocodiles, and snakes are herbivores. 

    d. Most lizards eat insects. 

4. Reptiles cannot make body heat because they are .... 

    a. cold-blooded 

    b. warm-blooded 

    c. carnivores 

    d. vertebrates 

 

5. All alligators, crocodiles, and snakes are meat eaters. It  

    means that they are .... 

    a. cold-blooded 

    b. warm-blooded 

    c. herbivores 

    d. carnivores 
 

TEXT 2. Television 

Television is an electronic device for receiving and reproducing the images and sounds of a 
combined audio and video signal. The television is one of the most common household appliances.  

Some TV shows are made in TV studios. Some of these shows are broadcast live. Some 

shows are taped in the studio. The tape gets played on TV later on. 

Other TV shows are made outside of studios. Baseball and football games and other sports 

events come from stadiums. Some parts of news programs are broadcast “on the scene.” TV 

reporters go to the scenes of accidents, floods, and fires and describe what is happening. 

A color TV set uses three electron guns to beam out three colors—red, green, and blue. 

These three colors make all the colors you see on your TV screen. The beams scan fast 

enough to paint a picture on your screen 30 times a second. 

QUESTIONS 

6. Which one of the followings is the general classification of the text? 

    a. Some parts of news programs are broadcast “on the scene. 

    b. Television is an electronic device for receiving and reproducing  

        the images and sounds of a combined audio and video signal. 

    c. Some TV shows are made in TV studios. 

    d. Other TV shows are made outside of studios. 
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7. Some of TV shows are broadcast live. It means that they are  

    broadcast .... 

    a. on the scene 

    b. as they are being made 

    c. inside studios 

    d. outside studios 

 

8. A color TV set uses three electron guns to beam out three colors.  

    They are .... 

    a. red, yellow, and blue 

    b. red, green, and yellow 

    c. red, green, and blue 

    d. red, white, and blue 

 

9. A color TV set uses three electron guns to beam out colors. The  

    beams scan fast to paint a picture on the TV screen .... 

    a. 20 times a minute 

    b. 20 times a second 

    c. 30 times a minute 

    d. 30 times a second 

 

10. Television is an electronic device for receiving and reproducing    

      the images and sounds. The synonim of the bold typed word is .... 

      a. pictures 

      b. voices 

      c. happenings 

      d. events 

 

READING 

TEXT 1. PENGUINS 
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Penguins are upright web-footed seabirds with contrasting black and white feathers. They have 

wings, but they cannot fly. Instead, they use their wings as flippers to paddle in water. They also 

paddle with their webbed feet. Penguins are very good swimmers. 

     Penguins have long, barrel-shaped bodies. They have short legs and can stand upright. Penguins 

standing up look a little like people at a fancy party. Penguins have dark backs and white breasts 

that make them look like men in tuxedos. 

     Penguins have a funny waddle when they walk on land. They cannot waddle very fast. When 

they are on ice or snow, penguins act like they are sledding or tobogganing. They lie on their 

stomachs and paddle forward with their wings. Penguins would rather swim than move on land. 

     All penguins eat only when they are in the water, catching fish, squid, and crustaceans. Penguins 

search for food while swimming near the water’s surface and then swiftly dive to pursue their prey. 

 

QUESTIONS 

1. Which one of the followings is the general classification of the text? 

a. Penguins have a funny waddle when they walk on land. 

b. Penguins are upright web-footed seabirds with contrasting black and  

    white feathers. 

c. All penguins eat only when they are in the water. 

d. Penguins standing up look a little like people at a fancy party. 

 

2.  Which one of the followings is the physical description of penguins? 

a. Penguins have long, barrel-shaped bodies. 

b. Penguins search for food while swimming. 

c. All penguins eat only when they are in the water. 

d. Penguins are very good swimmers. 
 

3. Based on the text, penguins spend most of their time .... 
a. on trees 

b. on land 

c. in water 

d. in caves 

 

4. Which one is incorrect? 

a. Penguins can not swim very well.  

b. Penguins search for food while swimming. 

c. Penguins would rather swim than move on land. 

d. Penguins are very good swimmers. 
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5.  What do penguins use to paddle in water? 

a. feather 

b. bodies 

c. foot 

d. wings 

 

 

TEXT 2. HAIR 

 

     Hair is the mass of fine flexible protein strands that grow from follicles on the skin of a person or 

animal, especially those on somebody's head.  

    Each hair grows inside its own follicle. A follicle is a little pit in your skin. And hair grows at the 

root, not at the tip. That means that new hair is added to the bottom, or root, of the hair and the 

old hair gets pushed up. That’s why when dyed hair grows out, the dyed part gets pushed farther 

from the scalp and the real hair color appears at the bottom. 

    Each hair follicle has a tiny muscle. When cold or scared, the muscle pulls the hair up, making hair 

stand on end.  

    Hair does a lot of other things, too, depending on the animal. When hair is real thick it’s called 

fur. Fur keeps an animal warm. Some animal fur is even valued by people because it is so warm. 

    In humans, hair’s importance is mainly as decoration. Hair and beards have been a great part of 

dress and style for both men and women since ancient times. 

 

QUESTIONS 

6. What is the purpose of the text? 

a. to tell how to take care hair 

b. to provide information about hair 

c. to entertain people with hair 

d. to persuade the readers 
 

7. Which one of the followings is the general classification of the text? 

a. Each hair grows inside its own follicle. 

b. Hair is the mass of fine flexible protein strands that grow from    

    follicles on the skin of a person or animal. 
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c. Keratin is used to make fingernails 

d. Hair grows at the root, not at the tip. 
 

8. Based on the text, which one of the following statement is incorrect? 

a. Hair for humans is mainly for decoration. 

b. Each hair grows inside its own follicle. 

c. Hair doesn't have muscles. 

d. Hair grows at the root, not at the tip. 

 

9. A little pit on the skin where hair grows is called .... 

a. strand 

b. muscle 

c. fur 

d. follicle  
 

10. Each hair follicle has a tiny muscle. (Third paragraph) 'tiny' means .... 

a. small 

b. big 

c. short 

d. long 
 

 

WRITING 

Complete with suitable words. 

COMPUTER 

    A computer is a machine which is designed to help us in all aspects of life. This machine looks 

very clever because it can work very …. (1) It can finish a great amount of work in a relatively short 

time.  

    The first … (2) was made in Bletchlly, Herfordshire, England. It was the biggest computer. Within 

40 Years its size has become smaller and smaller. The invention of microchips in 1970 did not only 

make computer become very small but very cheap as well. A pocket calculator is kind of simple 

computer. 

         A computer consists of the hardware and … (3)The hardware is the machine and all its 

equipment. The software is all the system of the computer. If you attend a computer course you 

will learn the computers software. 

         You type some data on the …. (4) Your data will be sent to a and kept by the memory. If you 
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need the data to be processed you must push the relevant keyboard and the result of the output 

can be seen on the …. (5) This output can also be printed out. 

 

Arrange the words to make good sentences. 

6. family - tigers - the - members - are - of - cat. 

7. muscles - and - have - long - strong - legs - tigers. 

8. move - the - can - forest - silently - tigers - through. 

9. night - tigers - at - usually - hunt. 
 

Rearrange the sentences to make a good paragraph. 

10. 1. Trains are moved by locomotives. 

2. Trains are very important to transportation.  

3. Trains carry freight and people in places all over the world. 

4. The motors turn locomotive wheels that run on railroad tracks. 

5. They have powerful motors.  

6. Locomotives are the engines of trains. 
 

 

KUNCI JAWABAN 

 

LISTENING 

1. B 

2. A 

3. C 

4. A 

5. D 

6. B 

7. B 

8. C 

9. D 

10. A 
 

READING 

1. B 
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2. A 

3. C 

4. A 

5. D 

6. B 

7. B 

8. C 

9. D 

10. A 
 

WRITING 

1. fast 

2. computer 

3. software 

4. keyboard 

5. screen 

6. Tigers are members of the cat family. 

7. Tigers have strong muscles and long legs./Tigers have long legs and strong muscles. 

8. Tigers can move through the forest silently. 

9. Tigers usually hunt at night./Usually tigers hunt at night. 

10. 231654 
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V 
GLOSSARY 

 
( Arti/makna adalah arti/makna berdasarkan konteks kalimat yang digunakan pada media 

pembelajaran ini.) 

absorb : menyerap 

ape : siamang, beruk 

apparatus : perlengkapan/peralatan 

appear smaller : tampak lebih kecil 

arm : lengan 

associate : menghubungkan 

bark : kulit (batang pohon) 

beneath : di bawah 

blubber : lapisan lemak 

body : badan/ tubuh 

branch : cabang 

breathe : bernafas 

broad : besar, kasar 

broad : besar, kasar 

bulk : bagian terbesar 

cap : topi/caping 

cell : sel 

chlorophyll : klorofil 

common : lazim/umum 

cone : buah (bunga) pohon cemara 

consist of : terdiri dari 

contain : berisi 

cranial  : berhubungan dg tengkorak 

create : membuat, menciptakan 

crocodilian : reptil berbadan besar 

dead : mati 

difference : perbedaan 

different : berbeda 

distinctive : yang membedakan 

ear : telinga 

elongated : panjang 

erect : berdiri 

exceed  : melebihi/ melampaui 
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external : luar 

eye : mata 

fat : lemak 

finger  : jari tangan 

flat : pipih, datar 

fleshy  : lembut (seperti daging) 

food : makanan 

form : bentuk, berbentuk 

fungi : fungi 

grasp : menggenggam 

grow : tumbuh 

hand  : tangan 

hard to notice : sulit diperhatikan (dilihat) 

height : ketinggian 

hidden : tersembunyi 

hold : mempertahankan 

human : manusia 

important : penting 

include  : termasuk, meliputi 

indeed : sungguh 

intimately : dengan baik sekali 

land : daratan 

large : luas/besar 

layer : lapisan 

leaf : daun (jamak 'leaves') 

leg : kaki 

lenght : panjang 

lie : terletak 

life : hidup, kehidupan 

light : sinar 

limbs : bagian tubuh (lengan,kaki, dsb) 

little : kecil 

live : hidup 

lizard-like : seperti kadal 

look like : kelihatan seperti, mirip 

main : utama/pokok 

mammal : mamalia 

monkey : kera, monyet 

mushroom : jamur 

mycelium : bagian inti dari fungi 

narrow  : sempit 

nostril : lubang, cuping hidung 
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nutrient : bahan gizi 

paddle : sirip 

pair  : pasangan, pasang 

pale : pucat 

part : bagian 

part : bagian 

perennial 

: mati dalam waktu yang tak 

tentu 

pine : pinus/cemara 

place : tempat 

plant : tumbuhan/tanaman 

pollen : serbuk sari 

predator : predator 

prey : mangsa 

primate : binatang menyusui 

produce : menghasilkan 

protect : melindungi 

provide : menyediakan 

relative : keluarga/saudara 

reproduce : me-/bereproduksi 

root : akar 

scientist : ilmuwan 

sea-living mammals : mamalia yang hidup di laut 

seed : biji 

sensory  : berhubungan dg panca indra 

shape : bentuk 

shape  : bentuk 

shiny : bersinar, bercahaya, mengkilap 

side : sisi 

sideways : arah ke samping 

skin : kulit 

smooth : halus 

snout : moncong (hidung) 

soil : tanah 

somewhat : agak 

species : spesies 

spoke : jari-jari/ruji 

spore : spora 

stalk : tangkai, batang  

stay alive : tetap hidup 

stem : batang, tangkai 

straddle : mengangkang 
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sunlight : sinar matahari 

superficially : dari luar (dilihat) 

surroundings : lingkungan sekitar 

survive  : bertahan hidup 

tail  : ekor/buntut 

take : mengambil 

thickness : ketebalan 

thumb  : jempol 

tiny : kecil 

toe : jari kaki 

top : atas 

trunk : batang pohon 

underneath : di bawah 

use : menggunakan 

visible : dapat dilihat 

water's surface : permukaan air 

way : cara  

whale : ikan paus 

wind : angin 

woody : seperti kayu 

woody : mengandung kayu 
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